1. At the height you want your lock, use a pencil to mark a spot exactly 60mm (1 5/8") from the edge of the door. At that spot, drill a 32mm (1 1/4") diameter hole through the door.

2. With the key removed, insert the cylinder through the brass ring and place it in the hole. Hold the mounting plate against the inside of the door. If necessary, use a fine-toothed hacksaw to shorten the flat connecting bar so that it projects 12mm (15/32") beyond the surface of the mounting plate.

3. Secure the cylinder to the mounting plate using the flat-ended connecting screws provided, inserted through the top pair of holes in the centre of the mounting plate. For doors less than 45mm (1 3/4") thick, you will need to shorten the connecting screws to make sure that they fit tight onto the mounting plate.

4. Secure the mounting plate to the door with two woodscrews supplied. Make sure that the projection on the front of the mounting plate is 1.5mm (1/16") from the edge of the door.

5. Use the button on the front of the lock case to latch back the lock in the open position. Align the arrow on the back of the case with the arrow on the rotatable slot. Place the lock case over the mounting plate, making sure that the flat connecting bar is inside the slot on the lock case.

6. Push the lock case down firmly onto the mounting plate. Then slide the lock case sideward to its final position, flush with the edge of the door. Secure the lock case to the mounting plate with the two small screws supplied.

7. Close the door and, using the lock case as a guide, mark the position of the remaining component – the ‘staple’ – on the door frame. Chisel out a recess in the door frame to hold the staple flush with the frame and fix it with the screws provided.

The fitting of your new Yale lock is now complete and guaranteed for 10 years.